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Editor’s Note: This is one of the most important issues of the DeWeese
Report I have ever produced. --TAD

Freedom Movement Faces Dire
Threats From Within
By Tom DeWeese
After more than forty years as an activist in the fight
to restore the American Republic, I have never been more
positive that the goal could now actually be achievable. The
Tea Party movement represents the awakening of the great
American sleeping giant of freedom. It is the most exciting
change to take place in the last 100 years. Politicians are
shuttering in its wake. Political strategists are trying to figure
how to deal with it. Bad policy has been stopped or slowed.
And massive change from the ballot box appears on the
horizon of the next election.
However, some very dark clouds are gathering over
the movement. The freedom fighters and their precious
movement are being stalked by clandestine predators,
quietly creating discord and suspicion among their ranks.
If not exposed and stopped, the only result can be the
destruction of the movement, the end of the burgeoning
freedom revolution and the solidifying of the tyranny
they seek to end.

wars. LaRouche followers can often be seen manning
literature tables outside political events, including and
especially 9/11 “truth” conferences.
Interestingly, one of LaRouche’s “former” high-level
associates, Webster Tarpley, is now openly working with
self-described “patriot” Alex Jones, who runs the infowars
and prison planet web sites. Tarpley appears in two of Jones’
films, “The Obama Deception” and “Fall of the Republic.”
Many conservatives have bought these films, thinking they
have critical information about the threats to freedom that
face us today. But the films are actually slick propaganda
meant to deceive and distort the real situation.
The Tea Party movement must wake up -- and wake up
fast -- before these political extremists carry out a strategy
that will divide and discredit the movement.
Some History
Lyndon LaRouche is a former member of the Trotskyite
Communist Socialist Workers Party (SWP) and his first
political organization, the National Caucus of Labor
Committees (NCLC) , began as a faction of the Students for
a Democratic Society (SDS), the same group that laid siege
to college campuses in the 1960s. This is the same group
that spawned terrorists Bill Ayers and Bernadine Dohrn. The
NCLC became the U.S. Labor Party.

I am talking about the dangerous Lyndon LaRouche
cult. It is a cult because of the fanatical devotion of
LaRouche’s followers to his peculiar brand of Marxism,
which sees the British – not the United States – as being
behind economic catastrophes and world conflicts and

In the 1960s, LaRouche built a political intelligence network
with about one thousand operatives stationed in North America,
Western Europe, and South America. In a series of lectures in
1976, titled “What only Communists Know,” LaRouche described
his network as the “world’s Marxist labor movement.”
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The network created a series of front organizations and publications that included
the National Democratic Policy Committee, the New Solidarity International Press
Service (NSIPS), the National Anti-Drug Coalition, the Fusion Energy Federation, and the
Executive Intelligence Review - all designed to spread propaganda – all directed by
Lyndon LaRouche. He ran for president under the US Labor Party banner; and then
again in 1980 as a Democrat.
In 1978, following the presidential election of Jimmy Carter, LaRouche began
a new effort to spread his influence by attempting to create ties to the American
Right. Through the US Labor Party, LaRouche followers began to fan out across the
nation, contacting conservative leaders. One of their themes was that they possessed
documentation that Carter had stolen the election and that there was a possibility the
election results could be overturned.
At the time, I was serving as State Chairman of Ohio Young Americans for Freedom
and was contacted by the LaRouche operatives concerning the Carter story. I invited one
of their representatives to attend our board meeting to give us the details. My feeling after
the meeting (which provided little concrete evidence about a Carter election scandal) was
that LaRouche was attempting to infiltrate the conservative movement.
Beginning with the Carter effort, LaRouche stepped up his activities to reach out to
conservatives. In the 1980’s, LaRouche operatives could be found in airports and in front of
Post Offices collecting signatures on petitions calling Jane Fonda a traitor. Other petitions
called for support of President Reagan’s Space Defense Initiative (SDI).
However, in collecting the petition signatures, LaRouche’s people were strangely
aggressive and obnoxious to airport passengers. That was part of the LaRouche strategy
– use conservative issues to the extreme and get labeled as pests and radical fringe. Then,
when a legitimate advocate for such issues spoke in public, the people who had been
accosted by the LaRoucheites in the airports would instantly respond negatively, resulting
in the discrediting of the entire movement as “just those kooks I saw in the airport.” The
motivation for LaRouche, then and now, is to discredit the Right.
The LaRouche troops continued to press their efforts to take up pseudoconservative issues through their communications network and publications. They
spouted conspiracy theories about “Zionist” plots and that Wall Street controlled the
Communist Party USA. And they claimed that the CIA was responsible for most of the
world’s terrorism. They twisted issues around to make it look like conservative leaders
were really communist spies and agents. They charged that the anti-nuke movement
was run by the Council of Foreign Relations. They charged that communist China was
the center of the world drug trade – conveniently leaving out drug trade involvement
by the Soviet Union – the avowed enemy of communist China. They even charged
that the conservative Heritage Foundation was a KGB front. In every charge made by
LaRouche followers, they included classic Soviet disinformation tactics designed to
make the Soviets appear to be more victim than villain – while successfully helping to
discredit the Right or promote Soviet positions.
Back-and-forth went the conspiracy theories woven by the LaRouche propagandists.
There were lots of the right catch-words for conservatives: Hate Rockefeller; AntiKissinger; expose the CFR; Jane Fonda is a traitor; and charges of hidden KGB spies
in the government. Attacks on the Council on Foreign Relations made the LaRouche
movement seem like it was on the right path in uncovering the source of a U.S. foreign
policy that seems designed to intentionally fail. The pro-nuclear power theme was
perhaps the most successful.
(Cont’d on Page 4)
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Senator Inhofe Calls for Criminal
Investigation of Global Warming Schemers

Senator James Inhofe, (R-OK) has called on the Obama Department of Justice to investigate what he called, “the
greatest scientific scandal of our generation” – the actions of climate scientists revealed in the Climategate files.
Inhofe also called for Al Gore to be called back to the Senate to testify. Said Inhofe, “In (Gore’s) science fiction movie,
every assertion has been rebutted.” Inhofe believes Gore should defend himself and his movie before Congress.
“The Minority Staff of the Senate Committee on the Environment and Public Works believe the scientists
involved may have violated fundamental ethical principles governing taxpayer-funded research and in
some cases federal laws.” -- Minority Report of the Senate Committee on the Environment and Public Works,
released by Sen. Inhofe’s office, February 23, 2010.
Since the Climategate files were released the IPCC (International Panel on Climate Change) has been
forced to retract a number of specific conclusions – such as a prediction that Himalayan glaciers would
disappear by 2035. The IPCC has also been forced to confirm that the report was based in large part on reports
from environmental activists instead of peer-reviewed science. Dr. Murai Lai, an editor of the IPCC AR4 report
admitted to the London Daily Mail that he had known the 2035 date was false, but was included in the report
anyway “purely to put political pressure on world leaders.”
Based on the Minority Staff Report, Inhofe will be calling for an investigation into potential research
misconduct and possible criminal acts by the researchers involved.
The staff report describes four major issues revealed by the Climategate Files and the subsequent revelations:
1. The emails suggest some climate scientists were cooperating to obstruct the release of damaging
information and counter-evidence
2. They suggest scientists were manipulating the data to reach predetermined conclusions.
3. They show some climate scientists colluding to pressure journal editors not to publish work
questioning the “consensus.”
4. They show that scientists involved in the report were assuming the role of climate activists, attempting
to influence public opinion while claiming scientific objectivity.
Meanwhile…
The US mainstream media seems to be in Climategate denial. Journalists don’t seem to understand why
the suppression of physical evidence contrary to the global warming mantra is so important.
Since the Climategate e-mail revelations broke into international headlines in December, 2009, the world
has also experienced unusual and severe winter weather, as the Eastern United States have been buried in record
amounts of snow along with many other parts of the nation and the world. “Climate Change” is blamed.
One meteorologist, Guo Hu, the head of the Beijing Meteorological Bureau, blames the cold weather
on global warming. Headlines in newspapers across the nation dutifully carry the story “Snowstorms and
Cold Weather DO NOT disprove Global Warming.” Promoters of the Global Warming scheme are going to
great effort to ignore the proof of scandal as they try to divert the discussion back to the mantra – that global
warming is responsible for every weather occurrence.
“Human beings face an unimaginable calamity requiring large-scale, preventive measures to protect
human civilization as we know it.” -- Al Gore, New York Times March, 2010. Gore, by the way, has invested
heavily in carbon-offset markets and will become the world’s first “carbon” billionaire if he can help successfully
perpetrate the global warming myth.
Pay no attention to that man behind the curtain…
“It is said that the science around climate change is not as certain as its proponents allege. It doesn’t need
to be. What is beyond debate, however, is that there is a huge amount of scientific support for the view that the
climate is changing and as a result of human activity.” -- Tony Blair, former UK Prime Minster
Never waste a good science report – even if it isn’t true!
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Many on the Right fell for it and invited them to their
meetings. The Conservative Book Club even took out
ads in LaRouche’s Fusion magazine and the Freedom
Foundation gave an award to Fusion for a series of pronuclear articles. Later, the Freedom Foundation did
acknowledge that it had made a mistake in giving the
award, but at the time, to them, LaRouche seemed to be a
bona fide “conservative.”
However, as investigative journalist Cliff Kincaid wrote
in 1981 in Human Events, “The evidence is overwhelming,
however, that LaRouche and his followers have not
repudiated their Marxist beginnings. They push the Soviet
line and, at the same time, smear some of the most effective
conservative groups and individuals, who are exposing
Soviet operations. Responsible conservatives should not
snap at LaRouche’s bait.”
According to the website LaRouche Planet, written by
former LaRouche followers who have left him, he is an antiSemite, a Holocaust denier, and has spent years campaigning
against what he called the “Zionist/Nazi Jewish Lobby.” The
site also claims that LaRouche has had direct ties with the
Ku Klux Klan and neonazis. LaRouche’s main conspiracy
theory is that the British crown is plotting to take control of
the world, helped in that endeavor by world bankers. British
agents, he claims, are the source of much of the lies and
havoc in the world. Somehow, into that conspiracy, he also
manages to tie in the United States and Israeli “Zionists.”
Same Tactics, New Target – TEA Parties
Today, LaRouche has entrenched himself in the rising
anti-government sentiment that has given birth to the Tea
Party movement. He talks of “taking back the Republic”
– an interesting statement from an avowed Marxist. He
makes strong arguments about saving NASA and the space
program, knowing it is one of the most popular government
programs; and he has joined the chorus of voices (including
mine) against the Global Warming scam, calling the
environmental movement “green fascism.” Then, as usual, he
goes overboard and calls it “green genocide.”
These are all issues popular with freedom advocates
who are joining forces in the Tea Party movement.
Speakers at Tea Party rallies who speak of these issues and
use similar catch phrases and language are instant crowd
pleasers. So LaRouche operatives have become adept at
endearing themselves to many in the movement simply
by using the popular language. But always, LaRouche’s
arguments come with a twist – that the evil comes from
the British Empire or Zionist forces. Anyone he opposes,
including Barack Obama, is labeled a “British agent.” The
effect of rolling legitimate issues around outlandish
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conspiracy theories is to discredit the entire movement,
just as LaRouche has been doing since the 1970s.
According to his own publications, LaRouche is the one
who created the poster of Obama with a Hitler mustache.
His political action committee (LaRouchepac) takes great joy
in describing how LaRouche followers appear at Tea Party
rallies and pass out the pictures. The anti-Obama fervor in
the crowd makes the images very popular.
In an editorial published on the pages of one of his
magazines Executive Intelligence Review, LaRouche relishes
how the Obama/Hitler photo creates violence at the Tea
Party rallies, reporting, “More than once, in the face of angry
Obamophiles seeking to destroy the poster, groups of citizens
have intervened to defend the LaRouche Pac organizers.”
The poster, which many see as funny or appropriate, is
used in two very effective ways if one wants to discredit
the movement. First, as LaRouche himself reports, it
causes discord and even violence. Second, it is the image
national news media cameras immediately focus on to
present a negative image of the rally and its organizers. If
that image is coupled with violence – so much the better.
LaRouche has done his job.
The strength of the LaRouche appeal to some Tea
Partiers was dramatically demonstrated in a recent
election when LaRouche-Democrat Congressional
candidate Kesha Rogers won the nomination in the 22nd
District in Texas. She campaigned on one main issue
– impeach Obama. That message had great appeal to
many in the freedom movement and they came across
party lines to nominate her.
She appeared to be the candidate who advocated, not
only opposition to Obama’s drive for massive government
buildup, but also the dedicated advocate to restore the
American Republic. However, the freedom forces weren’t
listening carefully. In a radio interview after her victory,
she accused Obama of “spitting on the grave of Franklin D.
Roosevelt.” The question begs to be asked - how can one
who supports the American Republic speak in positive
terms about the one President who did more to crush that
Republic than almost any other – Franklin Roosevelt? That is
a prime example of the LaRouche followers using doublespeak mixed in with real issues. Another example of Rogers
employing the standard LaRouche propaganda was a
statement that her victory was part of the effort “to win a
war against the British Empire.”
However, the Rogers victory has caused massive harm to
the freedom movement by giving LaRouche the one thing he
lacked – his own political foothold on the elective battleground.
He has used the Tea Party movement to give him what he
never had before – legitimacy.
(Cont’d on Page 8)
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Bill Clinton’s Massive War Chest
By Tom DeWeese

Many Americans believe Bill Clinton has spent his years away from the White House simply enjoying the
good life of an ex-president. He gets a full security team; travel expense around the world; a cool presidential
library equipped with full living quarters; the best tables at the fanciest eating establishments; huge speaking
fees to share his own two cents worth of opinion on any given issue; he gets to show his face on television as
an appointed spokesman for the latest disaster relief project; and sometimes even gets to represent the United
States at some international meeting.
A fun life, certainly. But such a description in no way represents the reality of Bill Clinton’s true impact on
the world since leaving the White House.
In truth, Bill Clinton has been a very busy boy, continuing to carry out the global agenda he orchestrated
from the White House, and he’s doing it with funds equal to those of the GNP of a small nation. The mission for
Clinton’s activities is “Global interdependence.” The other way to say it is “Global Governance,” UN style. Bill is all
over the world, creating programs and policy, many times working directly with foreign governments, to bring
about a one world government – at the expense of the sovereign nation he once headed.
The agenda includes promoting the fear tactics of Global Warming, resulting in the creation of programs
that force governments to impose massive cut backs on energy use. The result, higher energy costs and energy
shortages. Worse, such policies are actually hurting the poor in undeveloped nations where Sustainable
Development (the policy for which global warming lies were created). That’s because Sustainablists actually
put pressure on global corporations and financial institutions to refuse development projects in some poor
nations, denying them infrastructure and energy, forcing a future of mud huts and dirty water. Such is the
compassion and dedication of Bill Clinton.
Clinton is perpetrating this global blackmail through his William J. Clinton Foundation, headquartered in
Little Rock, AK. Amazingly, the foundation is fueled by a $140 million annual budget. More amazing is who is
giving him that money in support of his globalist plans. The actual financial report filed with the IRS is 3,200
pages long. The government only requires that a non-profit organization list those who have given $5,000 or
more. So, if Clinton had been required to list all supporters, there would have been many more pages.
The biggest contributor to Clinton’s globalist war chest was the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, which
tossed in a hefty $25 million- plus. But that wasn’t all the wealthiest man in the world provided for Clinton’s
promotion of top-down government control. He also made sure that his company, Microsoft, tossed in another
$250,000 - $500,000. Google was counted in for that same category, and so was Cisco.
Some other big hitters in the $10 million - $25 million category were the Government of Norway and
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The State of Qatar gave somewhere between $1 million and $5 million, as
did the State of Kuwait. What a perk it is to be a former president who was able to do favors for other
countries before leaving office.
Of course there are the usual suspects: The Ford Foundation threw in over $100,000; as did the
United Nations Foundation (don’t they raise funds for their own programming? Why are they donating to
another foundation?); The Soros Foundation threw in over half a million; as did Steven Spielberg, Proctor
and Gamble, and Pfizer. The Rockefeller Foundation handed in somewhere between $1 million and $5
million. Barbra Streisand assured at least another night in one of Bill’s bedrooms with a hefty donation
of over a million.
Here’s one you working men and women will find interesting: The International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers shelled out between $100,000 and $250,000 of workers dues. And for all of you WalMart minimum
wage workers, rather than give you a raise, your bosses dumped between $1 million and $5 million through
the WalMart Foundation. Do you like to play golf? The PGA Tour gave Clinton $50,000 plus.
(Cont’d on Page 6)
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Obama Lies Again!
By Tom DeWeese

One of the great outrages of the Bush Administration was the creation of the Patriot Act and its destruction
of Constitutional protections against warrantless searches; roving wiretaps; and the collection of vast amounts
of data and surveillance on virtually every American.
On the campaign trail in 2008, Barack Obama attacked George Bush and criticized those violations of rights.

Well, he had his chance to fix the violations and restore some of America’s freedoms last month, because
all of those provisions of the Patriot Act were due to “sunset” this year. Some in Congress attempted to add
new guarantees to the Act that would protect civil rights. But Obama’s Administration expressed concern over
those protections, saying they would consider them “if they didn’t weaken the President’s powers.”
So Reid and Pelosi made certain the civil rights language was left out completely. In the end, none of
those provisions were included in the final bill. The Patriot Act’s worst violations were reauthorized, without
debate. Worse, the cowards in the White House and Congress actually hid the Patriot Act reauthorization in a
bill called the “Medicare Physician Payment Reform Act.” No muss, no fuss, in secret, Barack gets to keep all of
his “powers” – as he talks “transparency” with a straight face.

Send the Federal Government a message.
Post this on your house or driveway.
Attention
US Census
The Answer is __________
The rest is none of your business and
is not Constitutionally authorized.

This is Private Property
Turn around and leave now!
BILL CLINTON... (Cont’d from Page 5)

But here is the kicker! Perhaps you remember a little crisis last year in the economy for which a
trillion dollars of taxpayer money was rushed into the hands of financial institutions that were “too big
to fail!” Watch these numbers: Merrill Lynch and Company Foundation - $100,000 plus; Lehman Brothers
Holdings, Inc - $100,000 plus; Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. - $50,000 plus; Bank of America Foundation $500,000 plus; Citi Foundation $1 million plus, General Motors Corporation - $50,000 plus. And for all of
you who lost your homes when your mortgage company failed – this one is for you – Freddie Mac – the
government agency that so badly handled its duties that it had to be rescued with your tax dollars in an
emergency -- $50,000 plus.
All gave money to Bill Clinton in 2009 to promote global governance -- while the world’s economy was
collapsing. It’s good to be king!
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Obama Sends “Stimulus” Funds to
Phantom Congressional Districts
By Tom DeWeese

To promote bragging rights for how much good the stimulus money was doing for America, the
Obama Administration set up a website called “Recovery.gov.” Recorded on the site were details by zip
code and congressional district as to how much money was sent there and how many new jobs were
created as a result. It was a great piece of public relations where news reporters and politicians could
find and quote the latest “good news for the economy.”
However, there was one small problem. The Administration didn’t count on a group called New
Mexico Watchdog, a project of the Rio Grande Foundation. While researching the site, the Foundation’s
investigative research journalist Jim Scarantino noticed something strange. It seems the site was
reporting money going to several New Mexico congressional districts that do not exist.
The website reported that $26.5 million went to ten New Mexico Congressional districts. The site
credited that money with creating a whopping 61.5 jobs. That, in itself, should be a crime – spending
more than $430,000 per job crated. However, that wasn’t the big story. The fact is, those ten Congressional
districts do not exist. New Mexico only has three – not thirteen.
As New Mexico Watchdog broke the story, investigators from other states took up the hunt, finding
a total of 440 phantom congressional districts receiving nearly $6.4 billion to “create or save” just under
30,000 jobs – almost $225,000 per job. The “99th” District of North Dakota, a state which has only one
congressional district, received more than $2 million.
Mississippi’s 5th District and Oklahoma’s 6th District, and Pennsylvania’s 21st District each received
$1 million. But none of them exist. All three were eliminated as a result of the 2000 census. Money also
went to 35 congressional districts in Washington, DC and the four American territories, all of which
have no congressional districts.
Then it got worse. Not only did the site almost double the size of Congress with its phantom
districts, further examination showed money also going to zip codes that don’t exist. The site reported
that $373,874 went to New Mexico zip code 97052 – but no jobs were created. $36,218 was credited
for creating five jobs in zip code 87258. $100,000 went into zip code 86705 – but no jobs were created.
None of these zip codes exist.
Again, the nationwide search showed the same results. West Virginia – $28 million in non-existent
zip codes; Nebraska – millions more in non-existent zips; Washington state – more stimulus funds
in non-existent zip codes; Virginia - $9.5 million in phantom zip codes; Colorado – millions more;
Oklahoma - $11.5 million – phantom zips.
And the excuse from the Obama Administration? Clerical error. Ed Pound, director of communications
for the Recovery Accountability and Transparency Board blamed the problem on an oversight by the
fund recipients. He said it appeared that some of those filling out the reports just didn’t know their
congressional districts (or zip codes apparently), and therefore listed an inaccurate number.
But the Administration is quick on its feet and in its transparency. The problem has been solved.
All of the reports from non-existent Congressional districts and zip codes have been removed and
re-listed under “unassigned congressional districts.” No one, of course, has bothered to investigate
where the money actually went.
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The 9/11 “Inside Job” Conspiracy
Lyndon LaRouche became the first public figure to
challenge the story that the 9/11 attacks were executed by
Bin Laden’s, Al Qaeda. The LaRouchePlanet website reports
that LaRouche was actually live on the radio during the
Twin Tower attacks, being interviewed by Dr. Jack Stockwell.
He immediately blamed the Israeli government, telling
Stockwell, “I know the Arab governments. I’ve been talking
to them directly or indirectly over some time period. At least
key ones. And they don’t want this kind of thing. But I know
who does want it.” Stockwell suggested he was talking
about the Israeli government and LaRouche replied, “Or
certain factions within it.”
The claim that Israel – or the U.S. government itself
– brought down the World Trade Center and attacked the
Pentagon soon developed into a full-blown conspiracy
designed to make the U.S. not the victim but the
perpetrator. Some reasonable questions about how the
buildings collapsed were used to further undermine the
obvious fact that a foreign attack on America did indeed
take place. These accusations of Israeli spy networks in
the U.S. were then broadcast over Arab governmentfunded Al Jazeera television network, taking LaRouche’s
unfounded charges onto the world stage and the 9/11
“truth movement” was born.
Indeed, all of this was a gift to Al-Qaeda’s main
propaganda outlet, which jumped on the conspiracy
theory that Muslim terrorists were not really behind the
9/11 terrorist attacks. Al Jazeera even covered a 9/11 “truth”
conference in the U.S. which suggested that 9/11 was “an
orchestrated U.S. attempt to incite world war.”
One of the speakers at that conference was none other
than Webster Tarpley, a long-time associate of Lyndon
LaRouche who wrote the book, 911 Synthetic Terror: Made
in USA. One of the lead propagandists for the 9/11 Truth
campaign, Tarpley insists that the Bush Administration
orchestrated the attacks, never bothering to explain how
the plot was hatched in just several months and how
the cover-up was staged without one of the “insiders”
blowing the whistle.
Taking the theory one step further, Tarpley has insisted
that planes hijacked by Muslims did not strike the Pentagon
and that one of the planes in question landed in Ohio.
When asked what happened to the people, he answered,
“We just do not know,” indicating some vast conspiracy in
which people who had phoned loved ones from the planes
to say goodbye, simply disappeared.
When other terrorist incidents happen in the U.S. and
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Britain, Tarpley is also quick to get the Muslims off the
hook. He claims that the Islamic terrorist plot to bomb
planes leaving Britain for the US was a “false flag” operation
sponsored by British Intelligence and that the massacre of
331 people in Beslan, Russia, was really instigated by the
U.S. and British governments.
As noted by Cliff Kincaid of America’s Survival, Inc.
(www.usasurvival.org) and Accuracy in Media, Tarpley
wrote a book about Barack Obama insisting that the
President’s childhood mentor, Communist Party member
Frank Marshall Davis, was not a true Marxist and that Karl
Marx himself was a British agent.
As if Tarpley isn’t strange enough, other leaders of the
so-called 9/11 “truth” movement include several people
who make a living claiming that the United States is a rogue
or “imperialist” government that has covered up its own
diabolical role in the events of 9/11. They include:
• David Ray Griffin, who insists that the Pentagon
was not hit by a plane – but by missiles – ignoring
the question of what happened to the people
on that particular flight that, if not hitting the
Pentagon – just disappeared into thin air. Griffin is a
prominent liberal theologian who advocates a world
government under the UN.
• Richard Falk, a former Princeton University Professor
and advocate of a world government under the UN.
• Byron Belitsos, co-author of the book “One Planet: a
Progressive Vision of Enforceable Global Law” and an
advocate of “global democracy,” has written a call for
“the need for a genuine global legislature that can pass
enforceable global laws.” He uses 9/11 as the excuse for
destroying national independence, replacing it with a
global world government.
• Van Jones, appointed by Barack Obama to be the
“Green Jobs” Czar, left the administration after he
was exposed as a communist who had signed a
9/11 “truth” petition. Jones is on record denouncing
America for its supposed imperialism as he regularly
condemns capitalism.
These are some of the people who suggest that 9/11 was
designed to kill thousands of Americans in a cold blooded
scheme to start an imperialistic war with the Arab world.
Lyndon LaRouche’s tactics are all over the message
of the 9/11 Truth Movement. It’s fact mixed with lunacy,
designed to discredit anyone involved. There are many
freedom activists who passionately support and advocate
the 9/11 Truth issue. In fact, they are beginning to dominate
the Tea Party effort, with some rally organizers screening
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speakers, demanding to know if they support the 9/11 Truth
movement before they are allowed to take the stage.

reduce population? And more. Nothing concrete for
the practice has ever been explained – only the fear.

There are many holes in the 9/11 “documentation” that
honest grassroots activists must question. If government
missiles, instead of planes, crashed into the Pentagon on
September 11th, what did happen to the people, many of
whom made frantic phone calls from planes they claimed
were hijacked? If the Bush Administration really did
orchestrate the attacks that fateful day (a remarkable feat
considering they had only been in office less than eight
months) why, then, couldn’t they also create the necessary
weapons of mass destruction in Iraq so vital to make the
legitimacy of their war? And, why could they not make the
connection to Al-Qaeda and the anthrax attacks, if federal
authorities were so good at orchestrating attacks on the
World Trade Center and the Pentagon?

• HAARP, (High Altitude Auroral Research Project),
is supposed to be a government weapon for mind
control and to manipulate weather. In light of the
strong snow storms this winter and the earthquakes
in Haiti and Chile, the theories about HAARP being
used by the Obama Administration to create worldwide weather disasters have raced across the
Internet. Did you know that HAARP is no longer a
government program? It is now owned by British
Aerospace Systems (BAE), a private British company.
Of course, that falls right into LaRouche’s theories
about the devil called the British Empire, doesn’t it?
It also proves something else – Obama doesn’t have
his finger on it – but the fear is growing.

Finally, take a look at the above-mentioned 9/11 “truth”
spokesmen. All of them have one thing in common - all of
them advocate the establishment of a one-world government
under the United Nations. The solution to America’s “rogue”
status, say these self-appointed 9/11 Truth “investigators,”
is a new international order or world government, which
would compromise American sovereignty by outlawing the
United States’ ability to defend itself.

• FEMA Camps, the conspiracy theory that the Federal
Government is building concentration camps to
imprison freedom advocates. My own research shows
that this idea came directly from FEMA websites that
were hacked into during the Y2K scare in 1999. The
government was correctly preparing for the possibility
that millions of Americans would be without power
and essentials needed to survive. Those plans certainly
called for the establishment of emergency facilities or
camps. What else would we have had the government
do in such a dire emergency? But when the hackers got
the information, they spread the paranoid fear that the
government was preparing concentration camps for
those who oppose big government and the story and
the fear have grown to mythic proportions.

Is there any serious activist in the Tea Party movement
who advocates such policy – the destruction of the United
States Constitution? To the contrary, the movement has
come together to save the United States Republic and its
founding documents.
Why then do such patriots allow themselves to be
manipulated by those who want to destroy the very country
they are trying to save? The answer is that Lyndon LaRouche
is a master at double-speak and deception and these good
folks have fallen victim to it.
A Trail of Conspiracies to Divide the Movement
In that light, one must also ask what are the real sources
of some other very questionable conspiracy theories that
are taking the Tea Party movement by storm?
• Chemtrails, a theory which contends that the
government is poisoning us from the exhaust of
jets. How is it that such activity also takes place
over Washington, D.C., falling on the very people
who would be in charge of the program? Are they
poisoning themselves? I personally witnessed the
jet patterns over the presidential retreat, Camp
David, on the very day Obama took his family there
for the first time, just after his election. And to what
purpose? I have heard a number of reasons for the
Chemtrails; to make us sick; to control thoughts; to

Are these conspiracy theories part of the LaRouche
effort? That is not yet directly proven, but they certainly are
serving his purpose – fear and half-truths added to the fire of
hatred and paranoia among the freedom movement. Worse,
they take away valuable energy that should be focused on
real issues like healthcare, the Federal Reserve, bailouts, the
destruction of public education, the assault on personal
privacy and property rights, illegal immigration, a pro-UN
foreign policy, and more.
These are real, provable, urgent issues directly related to
saving our national sovereignty and necessary to restoring
our Republic. Could that fact alone be the reason forces like
LaRouche are trying to cloud these issues by feeding on a
growing paranoia and fear of our government with wild
conspiracy theories?
The Alex Jones Connection
One common link that threads through Lyndon
LaRouche, conspiracy theories, and the Tea Party movement
is bombastic radio personality Alex Jones.
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Jones, a self-described “aggressive Constitutionalist,”
has worked to establish himself as the “true leader” of the
Tea Party movement. A showman who regularly creates
drama on his show or at Tea Party rallies with his famous
bullhorn and loud, raspy voice, he personifies a “stick it
to the man” attitude. The crowds love it. His followers are
dedicated and loyal. The genius of Jones is that he weaves
the outlandish claims with more serious commentaries on
real and legitimate issues.
The genius of Jones is that he is able to weave literally
all of the conspiracy theories listed above with more
mainstream conservative issues to reach out to the Tea Party
movement. On his show, he regularly rants about American
imperialism and secret plots against him by the government
(mostly CIA) allegedly because the government views his
criticism of U.S. policy as dangerous. That makes him an
instant martyr for “the cause.”
As Jones postures himself to be a conservative
spokesman, he relies heavily on former LaRouche associate
Webster Tarpley. Jones has featured the avowed Marxist
prominently in at least two of his videos, “Fall of the Republic”
and “The Obama Deception.” The common ground between
Jones and Tarpley is, of course, the 9/11 Truth Movement, of
which Jones has become the most visible spokesman.
Jones regularly accuses the U.S. government of
promoting worldwide terrorism, especially through the CIA.
Interestingly, so does Tarpley, who wrote of the Christmas
Day underwear bomber, “The recent failed attack on a U.S.
passenger jet traveling from Amsterdam to Detroit was a setup provocation controlled by U.S. intelligence.” The message
of U.S. plots on its own people is right out of the LaRouche
playbook and serves only to stir up more distrust among
followers of the freedom movement, helping to discredit it
to a more mainstream audience.
There is another common connection between Jones
and Tarpley as both now regularly appear on Russia Today
television to condemn American policy.
It must be understood by freedom advocates that Russia,
led in effect by former KGB spy Vladimir Putin, is using its
state-owned media to blacken the reputation of the United
States and to weaken our nation internationally – just as it
did in the old Soviet Union.
The difference today is that the Russians are using
Americans to make their propaganda points. As Cliff Kincaid
reports, Russian television, especially the Russia Today
(RT) network is still quoting and featuring interviews with
American communists.
Alex Jones is now a regular, willing participant on the
propaganda channel, described as “the U.S. investigative
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journalist.” He even appeared on Russia Today to defend
the Russian invasion in the independent country of
Georgia, a former Soviet Republic. In his August 26,
2008 appearance, Jones insisted that the U.S. “private
international military industrial complex” had “launched
a sneak attack” on the “Russian enclaves” in Georgia in
order to support the “U.S.-backed Georgians (and) the
Israelis – and NATO- backed Georgians.” Jones said the U.S.
was guilty of “unprecedented crimes” and urged Russia to
continue to occupy the regions it had invaded.
Out of one side of his mouth, Jones encourages the
Russians to invade and occupy a free, sovereign nation like
Georgia, and at the same time condemns the United States
for doing the same thing in Iraq. Again, this is right out of
the LaRouche playbook of double-speak. The purpose is to
get followers and gain access to a movement and discredit
it in the process.
Alex Jones has even used his bully pulpit radio show
to shout down anyone who seems to disagree with him. In
February, 2010, he stormed into a Tea party rally in Dallas
with bull horn in hand, shouting down the speaker who
was in the middle of his presentation. He stopped the rally,
pushed and shoved organizers who tried to quiet him. He
then told his radio audience that he was shouting down
agent provocateur- radicals who were trying to infest the
freedom movement. Incredibly, he was describing his own
tactics and blaming it on others.
Of course, his charges were simply not true. I personally
know and work with the organizers of that rally; Catherine
Bleish, Executive Director of the Liberty Restoration
Project and John Bush, Executive Director of Texans for
Accountable Government. I served with both of these
passionate patriots in the Continental Congress 2009, held
last November. Since then, they have spent almost every
waking hour traveling to government-run fusion centers
to investigate and expose possible violations and threats
to personal privacy rights and government surveillance.
They are outstanding and dedicated freedom activists
– but Alex Jones chose to attack them. Why? Perhaps they
are too effective in the cause of liberty.
The Possible Destruction of
the Freedom Movement
The result of Jones’attacks and LaRouche’s manipulations
has been a growing paranoia among the freedom movement
about who can be trusted. Jones presents himself as the
perfect patriot, accusing other movement spokesmen of
being traitors, “neo-cons,” and infiltrators if they don’t toe
his line. That “line” entails acceptance of conspiracies, hate
and suspicion and leads to discrediting the movement and
ultimately to its own destruction.
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The attacks perpetrated by Jones and LaRouche lead
to manipulation of the Tea Party message. They use such
tactics to shed doubt and suspicion on anyone they view as
a threat to their agenda. If they want to get rid of someone
in the movement they will find a way. Just start a rumor that
they are a “globalist,” or a “neo-con.” The terms are used so
often now that their meaning is becoming little more than
a label that says “not one of us.” Today, when those in the
freedom movement hear that label being cast about, they
need to ask this question: “says who?”
As a result of such diatribes, the tone of the freedom
movement is changing rapidly. Paranoia and suspicion is
growing. Attacks have been relentless against some, like
Glenn Beck, Sarah Palin, Fox News, former Congressman Dick
Armey and his group Freedom Works (which put together
the largest freedom rally to date – more than one million in
Washington, DC), and even Ron Paul, whose campaign was
the launch pad for the Tea Party movement.
No one in the freedom movement is an expert on every
issue – that is next to impossible. And not everyone agrees
on the exact position or action that should be taken. That’s
why the strength of the grassroots Freedom Movement is to
have a mix of groups and spokesmen for a variety of issues.
Some groups only focus on single issues. Others work on
many. Some make mistakes on certain issues and feel the
heat from the “troops.” Others just see the issue differently.
I’ve watched as newcomers to the movement struggle
to comprehend the very complicated issues. Others
like Beck and Palin have grown in their knowledge in a
genuine desire to get it right. But none of these people
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are evil, racist or “neo-cons” simply because they have a
difference of opinion. All advocate controlling the power
and size of government – and that’s what the real freedom
movement is about.
No one person or group speaks for the movement. But
Alex Jones insists he does, shouting into his microphone
or bullhorn that “only I speak for you… only I tell you the
truth… and anyone who attacks me is the real enemy.”
Perhaps Lyndon LaRouche should transfer that Hitler
mustache to a picture of Alex Jones.
This is a warning to the Freedom Movement: the
growing anger and suspicion is being planted in order to
destroy the most important grassroots effort in American
history. Forces led by Lyndon LaRouche and Alex Jones
are working deep inside our movement to see it implode
into fights, caused by distrust and hatred. They are
manipulating the media to show the freedom movement
as simply a band of nuts not to be taken seriously. It is
by deliberate and calculated design. LaRouche’s tactics
have always been to discredit lovers of American freedom
and he is succeeding now, expertly. Now with a powerful
mouthpiece like Alex Jones, LaRouche is reaching greater
heights than he could have calculated.
The battle to preserve our precious rights and freedoms
could disappear before our eyes, destroyed from within by
committed Marxists who hold no love for our Republic. It will
happen unless we focus on this very real enemy and cleanse
ourselves of these monsters who are playing on fear in order
to stop our true mission – restoring the Republic.

CENSUS AND HISTORY... (Cont’d from Page 12)

decennial census is to verify race and ethnicity?

taxation. In fact, the most developed of the ancient censuses
was that of the Roman Empire, and this accounting of people
and property played a crucial role in Rome’s governance
because it provided a register of citizens and their property
from which their duties and privileges could be listed.

The point I want to make is that data-collection by
government about the citizenry is always dangerous. Future
uses of this private information can never be known. Besides
the fact that it is anti-liberty, it allows the state to monitor
its citizens, and also sets the stage for an easier path for
government to control the people. While the U.S. Census may
seem harmless enough to the masses, it could eventually lead
to disastrous results. Today we are not only being counted by
government, but are having our private information gathered
and data-based as well. Our phones are tapped, our emails are
captured, our movements are watched, our financial records
are monitored and warrantless search and seizure is common.

The most heinous use of the census process was that
of the Nazi Census System. The Hitler regime, according
to Gotz Aly and Karl Heinz Roth in their book The Nazi
Census, developed the techniques the Nazis employed to
track, gather information, and control populations. This was
the initiation of the modern system of citizen registration,
and was the pioneering impetus for both the concepts
and the processes of modern statistics-gathering about
populations. Counts began with the collection of data
concerning Germans, but ended with the specific collection
of information about Jews and other minorities. The results,
as everyone now knows, were devastating! One has to
wonder; does this knowledge of past census fact force
one to question why one of the main functions of our own

The writing is on the wall and it is clear: It says enough
is enough!
_________________________________________________
Gary D. Barnett is president of Barnet Financial Services, Inc., in
Lewistown, Montana. Email Gary at gbarnett@midrivers.com.
Copyright 2010 by LewRockwell.com. Permission to reprint in whole
or in part is gladly granted, provided full credit is given.
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Tyranny

The Census and History: It Is Not a Pretty Picture
By Gary D. Barnett

I have been discussing the unconstitutional
nature and danger of modern census taking for
several years. By attempting to expose through my
writing the very invasive practice of the “census,” and
by educating others about the false reasoning for
these government intrusions, my hope is that more
and more people will contradict the accepted system
by not complying with the census process. One can
do this and still remain within constitutional bounds
simply by refusing to give any information other than
the number of people living in a particular home.
This seems simple enough, but due to threats of fine
or worse, and threats by the federal government to
withhold tax redistributions from state, county and
local communities, the populace at large continues
to acquiesce to “State” pressure.
As I alluded to above, I have published several
articles [see my LRC archives] concerning the
census. I talked about the regular decennial census,
the American Community Survey, the Economic
Census and more, and I have received hundreds of
responses due to these essays. Many of those whose
letters I received wanted to know how much if any
information they should give, and if they chose not
to comply, would they risk penalties or worse. In
addition to the many questions I have been asked, I
have also received many, many personal stories about
the abusive conduct, threats and outright aggression
displayed by census takers. Some of these stories
were disturbing to say the least.
Today, I received a letter from a distraught woman
who has been hounded for months due to a government
survey of which I was unfamiliar. It is called the Survey of
Income and Program Participation or SIPP. The basis or
main objective of this “mandatory” government survey
is “to provide accurate and comprehensive information
about the income and program participation of
individuals and households in the United States, and
about the principle determinates of income and
participation. SIPP offers detailed information on cash
and noncash income on a sub-annual basis. While I
don’t believe in transfer payments (welfare), this survey
affects many more than just those currently on the
dole. If you think the regular census is invasive, wait
until you hear about this one.
One huge difference in this survey is the time and
multiple interviewing processes that are evident. It is
a multi-panel survey that includes primarily adults in
households in the United States, interviewed at least
nine times at four-month intervals and followed over

the life of the panel. These surveys last 2 to 4 years,
and are conducted with the same sampling of people.
Because of the very extensive and long-term nature of
this ridiculous survey, it has the highest non-compliance
problems. Of course, logic would dictate then, that it
is the least effective as far as accuracy is concerned.
But don’t fear, I’m sure the Department of Commerce
will continue to plow more and more money into
this survey so that they can continue to “improve the
quality” and “efficiency” of government programs.
In addition to all the different mandatory
censuses and surveys that are ever present, the 2010
census is now also in full gear. Locally, as I’m sure is
the case nationwide, census takers are aggressively
attempting to gain as much information about
everyone as they can. In addition to being mailed
to recipients as is normal, many census packets are
being hand-delivered to each household. The initial
correspondence according to many I have talked to
begins with threats of penalties for not completing
the forms and ends with very inappropriate questions
about one’s personal life and property. One of my
neighbors told me that when the census taker arrived
at his door, the first words out of his mouth were:
“This census is mandatory and required by law, and
penalties apply if it is not filled out completely.” In
my opinion and just as I suspected, the 2010 census
has already become the most invasive and the most
advertised in history; and it has only just begun!
If you watched the Super Bowl or any other major
sports event recently, especially the Winter Olympics,
you must realize that there has been an absolute
blitz of ads concerning the “importance” of the 2010
census. The Hollywood crowd is on board as well, and
this pressure will not subside any time soon. All of you
will receive your census packet in the mail or you will
be blessed with a personal visit from your local census
taker. The government-controlled main-stream media
is certainly doing their part in promoting government
intrusions into our private matters, as are area
schools and local officials. Many are involved in this
propaganda so the indoctrination goes on!
Lest we forget history, a reminder may be of value
here. The census process is not new nor is it an American
idea. It is certainly a product of government, and was
used in ancient and medieval times. In fact, the world’s
oldest extant census data comes from China during the
Han Dynasty in 2 AD. Census taking has been used over
time for many reasons, probably the most apparent
being for the purpose of (Cont’d on Page 11)

